FENDER "TWIN-AMP" SCHEMATIC
MODEL 5F8

NOTICE

VOLTAGES READ TO GROUND WITH ELECTRONIC VOLTMETER.
VALUES SHOWN + OR - 2.0 %

Power Trans. - 7993
Choke - 1664K
Output Trans. - 45268

To all 6.3 volt heaters and pilot light.

117 V AC

GROUND SWITCH

AC SWITCH

3 AMP Fuse
FENDER "TWIN-AMP" LAYOUT
MODEL 5F8

NOTICE
VOLTAGES READ TO GROUND WITH ELECTRONIC VOMETER
VALUES SHOWN ± 0.05 - 2.0%

PRESENCE MIDDLE BASS TREBLE VOLUME VOLUME NORMAL BRIGHT NORMAL

NOTE - ALL RESISTORS ARE ONE-HALF WATT 10% TOLERANCE UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED